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You’ve finished! 
What will you read next?
                          Grusilda 

Name ...............................................
Date  ...............................................

Student Response
My score for this book is ............/10.
It was a ................................... book. 

3. Read, cover, spell!
Read Cover Spell
go
to
tonight
here
see 
will
where
what
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Grusilda  
Where Will You Go Tonight?

1. Write a verse.

Grusilda! Grusilda!
Where will you go tonight?

I will go t.... see the world. 

Grusilda! Grusilda!
Will you come here tonight?

I will come h........... tonight.

Grusilda! Grusilda!
Will you see me tonight?

I w..... see you tonight.

2. Draw Grusilda 
above the world.

Activity Sheet

Level 2: Verse
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Inside Front Cover: Glossary Title Page: Story Introduction 

Teaching Unit

Grusilda
Level 2 Fiction – Verse (Question and Answer)

Curriculum Topics: English; Geography.
Book Synopsis: Grusilda is The Literacy Tower’s 
resident dragon. Grusilda embarks on a night-time 
adventure to see the world. 
Non-High Frequency Words: All words are 
decodable and supported by clear images. Most 
are repeated throughout the verse. 
High Frequency Words: Grusilda has a high a high 
percentage of high frequency words. 
Comprehension: The Teaching Unit’s focus is on 
seven areas of comprehension – connection, 
inference, importance, questioning, summarising,  
synthesis and visual. We advise teachers to tailor 
literal comprehension questions for each group.  

 
Pages 2 and 3
Verse – Introduction
Introduce character, place and time.
Language Features
Other words starting with “gr”: Ask students 
to think about and say words starting the “gr” 
sound.
Question structure: Where will you go tonight?
Punctuation: exclamation and question marks
Comprehension – Question
Look at Grusilda’s eyes. What do you think she’s 
thinking about? What question would you want 
to ask Grusilda? How would you feel asking her 
a question? Would you feel afraid, shy or confident?
Literature and Arts Activity
Role play in pairs – ask Grusilda a question of your own, 
e.g. Where will you fly tonight? Draw Grusilda flying over 
your school.

Pages 4 and 5
Verse – Event 
Grusilda answers the question from page 2. 
Language Features
Rhyming words: sight (“tonight” on page 2)
Words starting with “s”: see, such, sight
Words starting with “w”: will, world
Comprehension – Inferential, Connection
Where does Grusilda want to go? Why do you 
think she wants to go and see the world at night? 
What could Grusilda have heard about the 
world? Where would you want to go in 
the world? Why?
Literature, Geography and Arts Activity
Draw Grusilda flying at night when it is 
a full moon.

A Grusilda puppet is just the thing
To bring this verse alive!
She’s great at making learning fun;
She’ll help your students thrive!

                                              ($12.00 inc GST)



For free book rewards, register your school with our Staircase program at www.theliteracytower.com

Student Activity
Student activity sheet
(free download/PDF)

HISTORY

Dragons 
Dragons appear in myths 
and stories all around the 
world. In Europe, dragons 

have magical powers. In Asia, 
dragons are associated with 
wisdom and long life. They 

are often said to be cleverer 
than people!

My verse continues as I am asked what I will see 
as I tour the world.

My verse concludes with my answer. I love this  
ending because we all live in a great world full of 
possibilities, especially from The Literacy Tower. 

Page 8
Verse – Conclusion 
Revises vocabulary and similar language structure from page 4.
Language Features
New words: from, here
Revise words starting with “s”: see, such, sight (on page 4)
Revise key words: lovely, world (on page 4) 
Comprehension – Summarise, Inference
If you were the author, how would you have ended the verse? 
Literature and Geography Activity  
If Grusilda came to your “world”, where you would take her in 
your school, neighbourhood, town or city? Draw yourself  
holding Grusilda somewhere in your world.  
Write a caption using text from  
the book, e.g. Grusilda and I.

Pages 6 and 7
Verse – Event
Grusilda is asked another question.
Language Features
Question structure: What can you see tonight?
Revise “see”, “you”: on page 4
Revise punctuation: same as page 2
Words starting with “wh”: what (“where” on 
page 2)
Comprehension – Question, Inference
What question would you ask Grusilda if she 
flew into our classroom right now? Why?
Literature, Science and Arts Activity  
Discuss the features of the fox in the illustration. 
Draw Grusilda talking to the fox.

I Wish I Was an Elf
Level 4: Fiction, 
Verse

Two Silly Dwarves 
and a Troll 
Level 14: Fiction,  
Narrative

Australia’s Outback
Level 20: Non-fiction,  
Description

Group Activity
Chart: “Our Grusilda Dragons”
The students illustrate their own version 
of Grusilda. Name labels could be: Grinning 
Grusilda, Grizzly Grusilda, Grumpy Grusilda.

Check out these other 
books for projects 
about reptiles and 
mythical creatures


